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ABSTRACT

This paper advances-a humanistic.and literary view of history which

has important implications for those doing educational evaluation in

naturalistic settings. It-stresses the particularity of historical

events and the importance of investigating history from the perspective
of the individual actors involved. It emphasizes being sensitive to
history's complexity and understanding historical events from as many

different viewpoints as possible. It 'furthermore espouses the view

ehat history id essentially a story that is told ih ordinary, every-

day language. And that it should endeavor to convey the richness of
human experience, while jarring the reader into new understandings
of his contemporary perspgctive of the world.
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By calling this section of our symposium "The Role of Historical

Explanation in Program Evaluation" I am already committed to'a particu-
r4

lar view'of history. By,that I mean this title a-ssumes that historical

. .

explanation is at least in some ways distinct from explanation in the

natural sciences. :Fortunately I am prepared to defend this position;

howevet, there,is a venerable tradition in the philosophy of history,

going back at le'ast as far-as the European Enlightenment, which asserts

that laws of universal validity unfty all knowledge and are thus as ap-

plicable to history as to science. Modern versions of thit view-argue ,

that the causes of an event can be deduced from laws or generalizations

derived ftom the sciences and that histor'y, at least potentially; has

the same predictive value'as the natural sciences. The alternative

view that historical explanation is unique will be discussed inthis

paper.'

Now I am not an evaluator. My 'background is in history and educa-

tion. My intention today is to describe tM implicit itnd explicit assuMp-

dons of many practicing histoHans and how they actually do history. I

am going to allow you to draw your own conclusions about the usefulness

of this approach to history for program evaluation. I have; at the very

leasti-two allies in this endeavor, both of whom are esteemed evaluators

One is Professor Lee Cronbach, Whe-in-a recent book declared-that evalua-:

tion is history, While I am not entirely clear why Professor Cronbach

equates evaluation and history, I am pleased to be able to cite his im-

plicit endorsement of history as a model for evaluators. The second is

Professor Ernest House, who, in his book.Evaluating With Validity,
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demonstrates why a historical perspective is essential fa-r the naturalis-

tic inquirer. I want to quote a passage from this book because it is so

closely in line with my own discussion of historical explanation:

Since the focus is on understanding various
interactions, the naturalist must follow,

events over time. He searches for explana-
tions, rather than predictions; and expla-
nations-must usually be grounded.tn the re-
trospective reasons people give for their
and othens' behavior.. This necessitates
.considerable submersion in the participants'

/- culture and language. Joint actions are

major points of attention, and they hive to
-be seen in some historical perspective.

Professor House's emRhasis on explanations rather than predictions, explan-

a
ations grounded in reasons, and submersion in the participants' culture

and' l'inguage are all notions I will elaborate on throughout this paper.2

Two and a hajf centuries ago Giambattista Vico argued that because

men can only know what they make and because men make their own history,

histony, unlike the natural sciences (which i the study of things made by

God),,is one of those rare disciplines which.allows man true knowledge.

It is not easily acquired though,:he said, for knalledge of remote times'

and places can Only be achieved by thorough study of a people's language,

literature, and customs. Language is' crucial-because through-iti- with tts

special grammatical and metaphorical structures and complex lexicon of

connOtational meanings, the historical figure expresses his particular

view of the world. Similarly, literature, art, and customs are important

indicators of a culture's values and interests. This intimacy with the

thoughts and actions of another people and the unique ability of human

beings to understand sympathetically permits the historian through an



enormously difficult act of imagination to reexperience and thus come to
4

know the history of another era.'

As arduous a process as this kunds and as hard as Vico claimed it

was, this view of historical...understanding has had wide appeal.for his-

torians, especially those who depend on a tightly woven narrative to con-

vey their explanations. Because Vico's pef'spective eschews any connection

to suience and universal laws and demands intuition, empathy and imagina-

tion of the historian, history is closely aligned with literature and is

placéd squarely within the'fradition of the humanities.

Vico's hisforical view also implies a special distinction between

things and human Ongs which suggests that the methods of 'science, appro-
1 ,

priate for understanding things, are entirely inappropriate for understand-
,

ing human actions. Benedetto Croce, an admirer of Vico, has further ar-
,

gued that human events are unique and unrepeatable arid so enormously rich

that they could not possibly be brought under general laws%4' While it is

the goal of scientists to discover laws and generate universal prificiples,

the hi5torian seeks to bring all his knowledge and experience to bear on

the particular event. Perhaps more than scholars in almost any other dis-,

tiistorians-value-a-fulg_and_penetrating_description_and:exp,lana-

tion of the specific and idiosyncratic. When done well it affords a rare

view into the dynamics of human thought and action, and in rather broad

,and unsystematic ways helps us to gain insight into the human condition.

Certaidly it can be argued that the more particular events are studied,

the more uniqueness.will be uncovered, but similarly, the mere loose, re-
,

-curring patterns will be encountered. This is only to suggest that in the
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process of pursuing and scrutinizing the unique,and unrepeatable histor-
,

4 ians cannot eS.cape making some generalizations as well. In fact, words

commonly used by historians.such as revolution and social movement imply

at least some generalizing tendencies among individual events.5

The concept of 'verstehen' or empathetic understanding was immortal-

ized by the nineteenth century German historicists who believed very much

as Vjco had that the historian,must immerse himself in the Culture and

thoughts of the historical actors being studied to get 'a handle' on

what really happened. Perhaps:Most imprtantly they promoted the notion

that the historian must determine how the figure in histciry actually con-

rar

ceived of his own situation. What did he think, what goals Dr purposes

Om

did he have and what means did-he have to achieve them. As one recent

thinker has put it, historical understandtng comes when the hsitorian can

see,the reasonableness of the actions taken by historical figures. Rather

than depending on causes which seem to imply necessary and suffiCient con-

ditions, reasons suggest instead not that an effect'had to occur, but that

if was reasonable given the historical circumstances. As I have said,-

this kind of understanding only comes'with an intimafe knowledge of the

culture, the people, and the specific situations they faced.6

This approach does not assume that all human actions are the result

of rational or even reflet4,ye Action. In fact, because of its sensitivity
.

to specific cultural circumstces and everydaytexperience,.this approach

is more likely to take account of actions carried out habitually or of

behavior partially conditioned by countervailing groups or forces. ff

historical immersion is realized, the historian should be able to

a
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approximate the thought processes of people in a time or rplture differ-
.

ent from his own. ,

While applicable to significantfigures and momentous decisions,

this view of history.is prabably most useful in the realm of social his-

tory where the 'historian attempts to desccibe and understand the "total

experience" of ordinary people.

Recentli, I have helped a, professor of history at tie University

of Illinois put the finishing touches on his manuscript ab.Out antebellum

and postbellum life in Edgefield County, South Carolina. Unlike earlier

works, this study foddses on both t6 black and white communities, and

traces over time how the interactioris between the-i-e--two groups altered

their respective vfews of society and each other.

For instance, although some planters used religion as a tool for

socialfy controlling slaves, religion also served some slaves as a buffer

against oppression, and in some cases sluring the,postbellum period actu-
.

ally helped blacks to sever ties of dependency with paternalistic whites.

Pius black efforts to control towns politically, lo bdild schocils, and to

establish economic Independence during Reconstrudtion were often iiitiated

by Ourches and religious leaders. This insight into the dynamics of one

South Carolina community emerged out of profound and thorough study of

letters, personal pa0ers,,census reports,and hundreds of other documeks

which slowly permitted one historian to reexperience life in a South Carol-

ina community a'century removed from our.time.

As has already been stated, history is often seen as a form of liter-

ature. Tolstoy, believed this and actually said he planned to write
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Wgr and Peace because of his dissatisfaction with historical giting.

He sought to writl,a book about the Napoleonic Wars poftraying men euthen-

,
tically by describing-their-"thoughts, knowledge, poetry, music, loie,

frieritship, hates'and-passidns." One of the great virtues of'War and

Peace is that Tolttoy was-able to depict the events of that time from .

a multiplicity of perspectives. An approach which increases ttie complex-
,

ity of the portrait provided and perhaps taxes our ability to comprehend

and take in the entire picture, but which surely enhances the verisimili-
.

tude of the era portrayed.'

A historical novel of the stature of Tolstoy or Stendahl or Dickens,

in spitg of the obvious and bften intentional factual errors, reflects

the spirit of the yiew of history I have been describing, becausg the mas-
.

terful imaginative writer ii particularly well equipped to submerge him-

self in the culture of-another era tb reexperience its history through the

writing process. The historical novel is not history, after all. It does

not meet rigorbus tests Of accuracy, byt it does express the intuitive

side ,of his:torical reconstruction.

You may have gotten the impression,that I ththk historians should

have nothing to do with,science and scientific,liethods. This is. far from

the truth. Historians must ask hard questions, formulate hypotheses and

submit them to rigorous, tests. They must not-sacrifice standards of accur-

acy and meticulous documentation for the sake of an interesting or imagina-

tivg narrative. Moreover, they can and often do,use sophisticated statis-

)

tical methods to test hypotheses about such things as household structure,

wealth differentials, and social mobility. Although many traditional
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scholars are worried about the.encrOadhment of statistics and the computer

on the domain oi the narrativehii.torian, I dd not see why Ilhese are incom-

patible. The besi,historians.make at effor:t to synthesi.ze the"inside'
v ,

view of history 'drawn from imaginative submersion in the total culture of
.

.
1

the er eing,studied with 'outside' judgments stêmmingfrtm , scoveries\,

made retrospectively of which the Kis4rical actor could-not passibly'have

been aware. These underlying iniluencs that affect human action of which

we are rarely conscious must be taken i to account in exp1ainin6 or inter-
.

preting historical events.8 -4%

However, when scientific methodsor an undue emphasis on the 'out-

side' view of events leads the historian'to advance an interpretation which

doesn't .seem to accord with the richness and variety of human experience, .

i tend to reject such accounts as triviel, practically inOgnificant, and

quite frankly, false..

Like the finest literature, the best history should communicate tile,

shock of recognition which comes from an account reveeling a pattelim of

closely fitting events that enriches our understandin9 of ourselves and our

relation to the world. Because history at its best is the result of not

only precise, deliberate scholarship, but of an empathetic act of imagine-.

tion,flthose human qualities which alloWed the historian to immense himself

,.',.in,the events of another era should inform his work and similarly allow

the reader to become.a Idrart of the events described and eMtrge from the

experience a changed and more percept'ive person.

Unlike theoatural and social,sciences, history is written in ordi-

nary, everyday, jargonless language. This language is an integral part of
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meaningful historY, for in order to understand and expresS the thoughts of

the ordinary. :InlitJthe famous alike'thefr everyday means of communicatiOn.

ulust,be the verficle. To resort to some ociological-lexicOn in explaining

their actions. is to depr.ivg the reader of the oppor.tunity to understand'.
P

history. Traditional historjans have-thus laMented the tendency fof young-

.

A. er historian* using social science techniques to taint their narratives

end analyses with thetjargon of science. Whtle falling prey to the.seduc-'

tivenes*s of scientific langilage,is'not inevitable, the,historianusing so-

cial 'science methods must be carefal to resist this temptation, "

.

. .
. , .

. . ,

. -
To suM up, hi.storical accounts,must reflect thecomplexity..and c

.
richness of human events, The historian must be not onry faCtually ac-

.

.

.

. -, . . -.
.

, .

curae and,prease, but sensitive to the special conditions of 'particular

times and plaes by becominlyntimately faerliar with a people's thought

and culture. lOreover, fie must understand the §pecific oii..pumstances that'
. .

confronted a people at a particular point ip history in, order to see what.
es . ,

they knew and didn't know, and Wow theke facts enhanced or limited heir

opportunity to"act. While history's comp)exity.iS. increased when 'the Ms-
, .

.

torian qffers a view of the past,from.many different perspectives, the like-
. .

.
,

lihood of providing a fuller, more ,a-Ci:sfactory,explanation of what happened

.

J

is, also inceesed. Finally, although it is not always possible, the his-

\

,
,

torian who presents his explanations in a ndrratiNe form uisng ordinary lan-

guage isindre likely to.jar the read.er into new,realizatiOns, which may in

sane-small wayalter his vie4of the world.'

11
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s The idea that history,is the study Of the particular.has been advanced bj,

many thinkers. Among them are Croce, Wilhelm, Dilthesi, Pattern and-Meaning,

in History, and R.G. C011ingwood, The Idea of Histoliy. Good discussions of

this issue may be found in: Patrick Gardiner, The Nature 'of Historical

.
Explanation, (New York: Oxford U. Press, 1952); William Dray, Phtlosophy of

.. ." °History_ "(Englewood Clifs, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1964). 1 .

6 R.G. Collingwood, The Idea of HiAory, (London: Oxford U. Press, 1946) p.283;,
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7 Isaiah Berlin, The Hedgehog and the Fox, (New York: Simon ,and Schuster,

1966) p.20.

8 The conception that Illstory has an 'inside' and an 'outside' has, been most

notably advanced by Collingwood in The Idea of History, p.213. At'has also

-been ably used by Isaiah Berlin in "The Concept of Scientific Histoi-y,"

Philosophical Analysis and History, ed:, William Drasy,,(New York: HOTer,

and Row, 1966) pp.5-53. Also see Page Smith, The Historian and History

-for Os slightly different notions of "history mindedness' and Oresent

mindedness." p:230. --

9 On these points and many others Isaiah Berlin in "The ,Conce'pt of Scienti-
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